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In their eternal quest to remake reality, a perennial target of the Left is 
the family: man, woman, and children, the bedrock of all human societ-
ies. The family, by its existence and by what it brings forth, mocks the 
Left project, and so the Left has tried to destroy it for 250 years. But 
only in the twentieth century did this effort gain real traction, when 
our elites became converts to the fantasy that sex roles as they existed 
were artefacts of oppression, not organic reality. What followed was 
mass indoctrination in falsehoods about men and women, in which 
this infamous book played a key role. If you see a sad wine aunt (they 
are all sad), and you see them everywhere, you see a small part of the 
resulting social wreckage.

The Feminine Mystique was chosen in the 1960s, the decade that really 
began our decline, as the central pillar of the enormously destructive 
myth that a woman can “have it all”—both a fully-realized family in 
the home and a fully-realized career outside the home. Many elements 
of our present ruin can be traced back to this propaganda. The myth 
itself is duplicitous, however. For its purveyors, a woman’s career is far 
more important than the family—lip service is only paid to the fam-
ily because women keep stubbornly insisting they want a family. To 
their great frustration, this is a problem our rulers have been unable 
to solve, causing them to resort to ever more extreme and ultimately 
self-defeating falsehoods about men and women. It would be funny if 
it had not been so catastrophic.

I could spend hours amusing myself blowing holes in this execrable 
book, but I have sworn off reviewing books merely to show how they 
are wrong. Therefore, we will instead use this book to discuss some of 
the defects in societal structures in America today as they relate to men 
and women, and how those structures should be remade. A sneak peek: 
men and women are very different. They always have been, and they 
always will be. And from a societal structure perspective, the crucial 
truth is that men drive a society forward, while women bind a society 
together. So it will always be in any successful society, and any society 
that attempts to contradict truth will only find its own obliteration.
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But you will be disappointed, I am sure, if I do not at least summarize 
this book, and doing so is helpful to frame discussion about recapturing 
our future. It’s not easy—a reader has to excavate in layers, removing 
all the primitive psychobabble and 1950s ephemera. Moreover, he must 
reconcile himself that there are no hard facts in this book with which 
to grapple. None. It is purely a series of cherry-picked anecdotes, pre-
sented in a pseudo-scientific manner in order to compel conclusions 
the author, Betty Friedan, had already reached about society.

She was born into and raised in a far-left family, and from her earli-
est youth to her death in 2006 worked unceasingly to impose on our 
society all her radical politics. Agitation was her life. In 1957 Friedan, 
bored with her part-time job writing for the radical press and unhappy 
with her marriage to an advertising executive, sent an amateurish ques-
tionnaire to her classmates from her 1942 graduating class at Smith 
College (an all-women’s college still extant). The survey has thirty-eight 
questions, all yes-no or multiple choice. None are surprising or all that 
interesting, and the survey is loaded: the desired responses are indicated 
by the choice of questions and by using guiding adjectives (e.g., “Is your 
marriage truly satisfying?”, meaning that unless it is truly satisfying, the 
only possible answer is “no”). Friedan claims that the responses surprised 
her, so she then conducted interviews with eighty women. Upon the 
supposed results of these interviews a book claiming to show a new 
understanding of all of American society is built.

What, then, is the “feminine mystique”? It is the “strange discrepancy 
between the reality of our lives as women and the image to which 
we were trying to conform.” “Our” and “we” here mean a small set 
of women very similarly situated to Friedan, but in a neat sleight of 
hand, Friedan manages to pretend that “our” and “we” is all American 
women, or at least all educated, married, upper-middle class American 
women. (Working-class women receive a grand total of zero words in 
this book, other than a suggestion career women hire cleaning women. 
LGBTQQIP2SAA people get more attention, at least—in the form 
of Friedan’s complaint that bored women without careers turn their 
sons into homosexuals.) According to Friedan’s “data,” women are 

“unsatisfied,” even though they objectively had gotten everything they 
wanted. They have “a hunger that food cannot fill.” They all say “I want 
something more than my husband and my children and my home.” The 
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“mystique” is the supposedly-false belief that they don’t have a hunger, 
that they don’t want something more, but are instead very happy, or at 
least satisfied, with traditional sex roles, the “image to which we were 
trying to conform.”

OK, then, what do women actually want, if it’s not family and home? 
Well, Friedan meanders a lot, but basically she tells us women want 
self-fulfillment through “the life of the mind and spirit.” So do we all, 
I suppose, but to Friedan, this means a job, any full-time job, outside 
the home—nothing more. A housewife, that is, a woman who raises 
children, has a sound marriage, and acts feminine, but does not work 
full-time outside the home, is a sad and contemptible person in Friedan’s 
eyes. In an early instance of the scientism that has, during the Wuhan 
Plague, swallowed the world, Friedan lectures us that “In [the] new 
psychological thinking . . . it is not enough for an individual to be loved 
and accepted by others, to be ‘adjusted’ to his culture. He must take 
his existence seriously enough to make his own commitment to life, 
and to the future; he forfeits his existence by failing to fulfill his entire 
being.” This piece of infantile babbling is illustrative of the entire book.

Friedan faces a problem in selling this story, though, which she grudg-
ingly admits—all other contemporaneous surveys showed that what 
women actually want is to be a housewife. This makes Friedan angry. 
She is greatly offended that at a time when more and more women are 
getting college degrees, an ever-higher percentage of women show no 
interest in a career. But there is an easy answer! They are not lying; they 
have been tricked. They have been bamboozled by women’s magazines 
written by men, which exist to sell them products they will only buy if 
they are kept in the home, just like Adolf Hitler did, you know. If these 
poor, deluded women could only be objective, they would all know they 
suffer “terrible boredom,” which can only be cured by working outside 
the home. Without a career, you see, a woman can have no identity at 
all; she is “barred from the freedom of human existence and a voice in 
human destiny.” She’s also “doomed to be castrative to her husband 
and sons” (a clear instance of projection by Friedan, who was nothing 
if not that to her own husband and sons). But good news! Friedan has 
uncovered the truth that has escaped us all.

The rest of the book, 500 sophomoric, tedious pages in all, is terrible. 
Repetitive anecdotes interspersed with bad history; cut-rate Freudian 
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analysis (Friedan can’t get enough Freud) that no doubt seemed very 
daring at the time; praise for the ludicrous and discredited Margaret 
Mead’s fantastical lies about sex relations in primitive cultures; claims 
that colleges are failing women because women don’t choose the same 
subjects as men; demands for population restriction; psychological 
drivel about nuclear weapons; praise for the silly Dr. Spock; comparing 
the position of American housewives to that of inmates in Nazi death 
camps; endless pushing the idea that women are kept in the home so 
they will buy things (ignoring that they can buy a lot more things if 
they work outside the home); lecturing the reader that women forced 
to be housewives “offer themselves [sexually] eagerly to strangers and 
neighbors” because they’re so bored; and numerous variations on the 
claim that any woman without a career is infantile and prone to “severe 
pathologies, both physiological and emotional.” All this is gloriously 
evidence-free; Friedan’s usual technique is to make a sweeping state-
ment, quote from an (always anonymous) “expert” supporting her, and 
blare triumphant conclusions.

The author’s contempt for children permeates the book. The only 
thing worse than a woman who wants to stay home and make her and 
her husband a happy home is one who wants to add children to her liv-
ing nightmare, which only seems like a dream to her because she can’t 
see as clearly as Friedan. She herself threw over her family, including 
three children. In an Epilogue, written in 1970, Friedan crows about 
how wonderful the reception to her book was. As a result, she “finally 
found the courage to get a divorce,” from which she concludes that “I 
think the next great issue for the women’s movement is basic reform 
of marriage and divorce” (the wreckage of which we can see all around 
us today). She herself has moved into “an airy, magic New York tower, 
with open sky and river and bridges to the future all around.” She has 

“started a weekend commune of grownups for whom marriage hasn’t 
worked—an extended family of choice, whose members are now moving 
into new kinds of marriages.” She does not mention that she conducted 
a long affair with a married man (who refused to leave his wife); it seems 
likely that, like John Stuart Mill, she constructed an entire philosophy 
around justifying her own bad behavior.

You get the idea; there is no need to continue examining the details 
of this book, the pages of which are only useful to line birdcages. This 
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is all propaganda, which we have been fed so long that we believe it as 
history. As with other, slicker propaganda, such as the television series 
Mad Men, it portrays a set of falsehoods, laced with enough true back-
ground facts to pacify the reader eager to agree and comply. (It is always 
crucial to remember that much of what “everybody knows” now about 
many periods in the past is simply lies, and there is no better example 
of this than the 1950s and 1960s, in nearly every facet of their history, 
fed to us through our screens.) Boring. Let’s talk instead about what a 
well-run society would look like.

But first, let me expand my thinking about why this book “succeeded” 
in its goal of massive social change. As with all major social changes, 
mere propaganda is not adequate explanation. The propaganda was 
successful because it hit our society at precisely the right moment, when 
it was open to the infection. First, emancipation was in the air; as Yuval 
Levin discusses at considerable length in The Fractured Republic, the 1950s 
were a unique moment in American history, when it falsely seemed like 
everyone could have unlimited freedom without cost, and this belief 
was not confined to those on the Left, but permeated society. Second, 
and tied to the first, intermediary institutions, and the thicker web in 
which families were set, had already evaporated. Housewives, at least 
the suburban housewives who are Friedan’s sole focus, were in fact very 
frequently alienated and atomized, because the organic social structures 
that had supported both men and women had declined sharply (and 
would disappear entirely, as Robert Putnam narrated in Bowling Alone). 
These women did have more free time as the result of labor-saving 
devices; Friedan claims work expands to fill the time available, but the 
real problem is that given their removal from the thick social structures 
of previous decades, free time had no satisfying social outlet, giving 
Friedan’s explanatory fantasies a surface appeal, like a poisoned apple.

Third, and perhaps most important, the Left goal of destruction of 
the family fit precisely, in this case, with the unbridled capitalism, the 
excessively free market, that has worked hand-in-glove with the Left 
for decades to destroy our society (aided by the government). As a 
result of this book, or rather the propaganda campaign built around it, 
we got a massive movement of women into the workforce. Did those 
women get fulfillment, as Friedan promised? Maybe a few did, but most 
of them got BS jobs of various types, and we all got a massive increase 
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in consumerism, which we are told is wonderful, because “look how 
much GDP has increased as a result of women entering the workforce!” 
Of course, even this “fact” is a lie, because GDP excludes work inside the 
home. If two women raise their children, their work is excluded from 
GDP, but if each is paid by the other to raise the other’s children, GDP 
expands. As I have discussed elsewhere, GDP is largely a fake statistic 
and much of our economy a fake economy; and anyway it is simply false 
that any expansion in GDP is a social good, especially when the resulting 
costs, in the form of mass social destruction, are treated as disconnected, 
mere happening coincident in time but unrelated. Regardless, with the 
assistance of the government and free-market enthusiasts eager to enrich 
a rotten ruling class, now a two-income family is required for what is 
regarded as a decent lifestyle, or even just to make modest ends meet, 
and this was independently a goal of too many in our society.

Better yet for our neoliberal overlords is a one-income family con-
sisting of a permanently single woman. If you want to shudder, read a 
completely insane CNN article from 2019, titled “There are more single 
working women than ever, and that’s changing the US economy.” The 
point is that single women spend an ever-greater proportion of the 
money spent on consumer goods, so we must further this trend, in 
particular by ensuring that those such women foolish enough to have 
children are given a place to park their children while they work to get 
money for the consumer goods that should be the real focus of their 
lives. As I noted in my thoughts on Matthew B. Crawford’s The World 
Beyond Your Head, which pillories consumerism, there is more and more 
advertising, if you pay attention, to single women of luxury goods that 
in the past would be bought as gifts for those women—who now have 
nobody in their lives who will buy them any gifts at all, and must pur-
chase artificial joy. It is enough to make one cry, if one wasn’t already 
fully occupied in flogging the cretins who brought us to this stupid pass.

So, enough abuse of the stupid. What should the social roles of 
women and men be in a well-run society? As you can doubtless tell, 
we are working our way to a call to limit women working outside the 
home. Let’s start by asking what women want. We are often lectured 
today, by the commissars of the loathsome ideology of “diversity and 
inclusion,” that fifty percent of all jobs should be held by women (or at 
least desirable jobs—men will keep all the dangerous and dirty jobs). 
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The usual response of “conservatives” is to point out that, empirically, 
most women simply don’t want the same jobs as men, so in a world of 
perfect choice far fewer than fifty percent of most jobs would be held 
by women. This fact is on actual display in countries that are most 
egalitarian about sex-role choice, notably the Scandinavian countries, 
where women choose traditional roles at very high rates. The timid 

“conservative” naturally begins, as demanded by the Left, with a preemp-
tive apology. “Of course, I think women should be allowed to choose 
the path they want.”

Wrong. I don’t think women should be allowed to freely choose 
the path they want (nor should men). They should make the choice for 
family. To that end, society should largely nullify choosing career over 
family as an option, and coerce women into certain occupations and 
modes of life—and should in like manner coerce men, among other 
things to lead a life of being the sole provider for a family (unmarried 
men beyond, say, thirty, and men who fail to provide, should also be 
socially penalized). In other words, society should reflect the natural 
division of the sexes, regardless of whether some people in society would 
prefer to make some other choice, whether because of their outrider 
nature, excessive focus on self, or because of ideology. We should return 
to social compulsion, shame and ostracism, to achieve this, as well as 
major changes to tax and legal structures, such as by absolutely barring 
no-fault divorce and offering (like the government of Hungary) massive 
payments to married couples with multiple children.

I’ll end with more thoughts on specific structural changes, but to 
expand on this positive vision, let’s begin with the end in mind. How 
should society recognize and beneficially implement the telos of both 
men and women? Therefore, let’s talk about astronauts.

That is, let’s discuss Space, the first pillar of Foundationalism’s 
twelve pillars, and women’s role in Space. The overriding principle of 
Foundationalism is reality, and restoring a realistic understanding of 
the roles of men and society is another pillar of Foundationalism. The 
crucial fact about men and women in society is that they are, and must 
be, partners. That women cannot do everything that men can do, and 
men cannot do everything women can do, and that even when each can 
do what the other can do, usually cannot do it as well, does not make 
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one sex subordinate. But without recognizing and honoring this basic 
fact of different competencies, no society can operate for long.

Astronauts show how this works in practice. What is the purpose 
of astronauts? This is really one question in two parts. First, what is the 
purpose of astronauts in the present day, when astronauts are limited 
to short trips to, and short stays in, near-earth orbit? At most, perhaps, 
astronauts might visit Mars in the relatively near term, if Elon Musk 
has his way, although I’ll believe it when I see it. And second, what is 
the purpose of astronauts if humanity were to expand permanently, 
as often depicted in science fiction, such that astronauts are not just 
travelers, but off-earth inhabitants, the conquerors of a new frontier?

There are quite a few female astronauts today. If sex were ignored, 
would there be as many? Of course not. Far more men than women 
have the characteristics that make one want to be an astronaut, and 
make one a good astronaut. All our children are collectively assaulted 
from their earliest youth with massive propaganda pushing the idea of 
female astronauts. Try something—go to any museum exhibit related 
to Space, and count the number of female astronauts depicted. It’ll 
be around eighty percent of the total, always with hagiographic sub-
exhibits about specific women astronauts who accomplished nothing 
at all. Women who express any interest in being an astronaut are giv-
ing an unmerited boost at every stage, beginning in kindergarten, and 
when the time comes to choose astronauts, are placed at the front of 
the line. I doubt if astronaut selection were sex-blind there would ever 
have been a single female astronaut.

The purpose of astronauts today is to increase our knowledge and 
make possible future expansion outside the confines of Earth, what I 
think is a very important part of our society’s work. What are the costs 
and benefits of distorting the reality of female astronauts? Among 
other costs, choosing inferior candidates must mean, on average, not 
only that inferior work is done. It also means that the pool of outstand-
ing candidates diminishes, because there is a strong incentive for the 
most talented and driven, and thus the most prideful, all men, to walk 
away in disgust from a rigged system. A society that does not seek out 
and reward its best is a doomed society, and this is just one example 
of our such habits tied to sex roles. There are other costs to coddling 
female astronauts, of course—many of them very similar to the costs of 
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allowing women in the military. What are the benefits? None, really, but 
I suppose the argument is that some women feel better about themselves, 
in the same way a child praised for crude finger painting by his parents 
feels better about himself. That is, unjustifiably, but in this case, know-
ing the praise is unjustified, and thus made simultaneously humiliated, 
and aggressively on the lookout for anyone adding to the humiliation 
by pointing out the obvious.

As to permanent human expansion, an excellent depiction of this is 
the books and television series The Expanse. Well, it’s excellent, except 
for its depiction of women, which is insane. In fact, there are no women 
at all in The Expanse. There are many men, each of whom acts like a 
stereotypical high-testosterone man, who are given female names and 
female physical characteristics, but none of them bears any resemblance 
to actual women (except for one, a Margaret Thatcher type, real but 
extremely rare). In real life, if our society were to expand into the solar 
frontier, no “female” character in the show would occupy any posi-
tion she occupies in the show—even if there were no social barriers 
to occupying that position. Real women as characters are totally and 
completely absent. Children almost never appear, and never under the 
care of any female character (except the lesbian “wife” of one character, 
who abandoned her “family”). All this is extremely jarring, making the 
show difficult to watch, except if you are deluding yourself or have given 
it no thought at all. Yet, sixty years after The Feminine Mystique, this lying 
propaganda is not only ubiquitous, but ever more aggressive—probably 
because our ruling classes feel their hold on the greased pig of reality 
slipping away.

If we really got the frontier world of The Expanse, as far as sex roles, 
it would be like Little House on the Prairie with fusion drives and rail 
guns. Not only would no woman fight, and spaceships crewed only by 
men, both military and commercial, be the absolute rule, but women 
would have large families, over which they, embedded in a larger web 
of families and women, would exercise most of the responsibilities. 
The simple reality is that men, far more than women, are interested in 
what’s involved in conquering Space, or conquering anything: fighting, 
risk-taking, adventure and glory, as well as dangerous and physically 
demanding jobs. Men and women would partner to achieve the near 
impossible tasks required to push mankind forward, but men would 
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do the pushing and take the risks, in large part to protect the women. 
Such natural partnership is demanded by any harsh environment—it 
is only in our current softness that we can pretend otherwise. When 
reality is busy asserting itself in the form of hard vacuum silently wait-
ing to kill you and your children, nobody will pretend that women and 
men are interchangeable.

Sadly, we must return to today, and hope our future in Space will 
work itself out, or that we can work our future out to make that possible. 
What did women, and all of us, get when women were pressured for 
decades to work outside the home? Let’s see—the women got BS jobs, 
often makework funded by government dollars or the expansion of 
worthless work such as human resources or innumerable other forms 
of paper pushing (many the result of pointless and destructive govern-
ment regulation of one sort or another). Friedan promises that women 
who listen to her siren call will be “mastering the secrets of the atoms 
or the stars, composing symphonies, [or] pioneering a new concept 
in government or society.” A wave of bitter laughter from millions of 
women can be heard, women who discovered too late that those type 
of jobs were not on offer, and they gave up children and a decent family 
life for a delusion. It’s not just women, though—only a tiny segment of 
men have a job that offers real accomplishment, “the life of mind and 
spirit,” either. The job does not give them fulfillment; it is a means to 
their real method of fulfillment, providing for and protecting their family. 
And two careers maximizes success for neither spouse, meaning that 
men, who in their nature do get meaning much more than women from 
their success in the outside world, are more damaged by the demand 
for two careers—not collateral damage, but intended damage in the 
Left’s age-old war on the family. The result, when the natural order of 
sex roles is upset, is that nobody benefits, and society circles the drain.

I keep banging on about the differences between men and women, 
as if they were self-evident. They are, of course, and that used to be a 
commonplace, but dispelling the fog of self-induced unknowing is, I 
suppose, necessary. There are many differences between the sexes, 
and I have discussed them before in other, but related, contexts, such 
as the insanity of allowing women into the military. As regards the 
question of work within and outside the home, the key facts are as fol-
lows. First, women are far better suited to, and far more interested in, 
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raising children than men, and the point of the family is children—a 
family consisting of a childless couple has a great sadness at its core 
(yes, I know we’re not supposed to say that out loud). Second, men 
seek glory, power, and dominance. Women simply don’t. (Offering 
exceptions to this general rule does not prove anything; it is equivalent 
to pointing to hermaphrodites to argue against the unalterable truth 
that mankind is divided universally into male and female.) True, few 
jobs offer the chance for glory—but providing and protecting largely 
satisfy, for most men, this urgent drive. Women therefore don’t choose 
to do what it takes to have a successful career, meaning achievement in 
a hierarchy earned through competition. The vast majority of women 
lack the drives necessary. They may in fact be smarter, better organized, 
and have other traits associated with career success. But their essential 
drives are directed toward family.

By studying societies of the past, we can see how a non-ideological 
society organically develops. In Western countries, the usual structure 
for well over a thousand years has been a partnership between men and 
women, where each is supreme in one sphere of family life, contained in 
a larger family web, but consults the other. Women do hold up half the 
sky—it’s just that their role, in its nature, is inward-facing, and men’s is 
outward-facing. In the West, there has never been any equivalent of the 

“eastern” approach, typified by purdah, the separation and seclusion of 
women (driven by defective religious or cultural imperatives that, just 
as Friedan did, mar the natural order of a society). Muslims during the 
Crusades were famously scandalized by how the men of the Franks 
allowed their women not only to appear in public, but to scold them 
and order them about. To take a more recent example, one cannot do 
better than Matthew B. Crawford’s talk in Why We Drive about women 
and men in Appalachian motocross racing, where, on and off the track, 
men and women act in (sometimes coarse) partnership, together striv-
ing towards excellence (something Crawford heretically contrasts with 
the sickening inversions he sees in Portland).

As with any human society, within this broad truth, there have been 
many local variations. Even Friedan admits that until near her present 
day, American women were not oppressed or unhappy. (Friedan does 
not make the flatly untrue claims about historical “patriarchy” that are 
the norm now, such that “everybody knows” that The Handmaid’s Tale 
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is both history and future. She doesn’t because everyone would have 
laughed at the obvious untruth and pitched her book into the trash; 
it is only now, after sixty years of propaganda, that we believe there 
ever was a patriarchy.) “Until, and even into, the last century, strong, 
capable women were needed to pioneer our new land; with their hus-
bands, they ran the farms and plantations and Western homesteads.” 
(She should be cancelled for mentioning plantations.) Friedan doesn’t 
make the obvious conclusion—that if the subset of women on whom 
she is focusing are alienated by their circumstances, returning to the 
thicker social web even Friedan praises, not destroying the family, is 
the answer. But then, after all, destroying the family in the pursuit of 
emancipation from all unchosen bonds was her real end, not offering 
fulfilment within families to women.

This does not exclude women from ever working outside the home. 
Quite the contrary, actually. In the past, young women often worked. 
When rural life was the norm, women and men both worked, but neither 
could be said to have a career—this was division of labor, rather. As city 
life became the norm, young women often worked, until they found 
a husband. Often this was in work at which they excelled and tied to 
female talents and preferences, such as teaching and nursing. Higher-
status women, like Friedan, went to college and found a husband there 
(something Friedan, famously masculine and no doubt finding it hard 
to find a husband, bitterly complains about). Women whose children 
had left the home might work as well, or women with children might 
work-part time upon necessity. There is nothing inherently societally 
destructive of this. What is destructive is where the woman prioritizes 
that work over family, demanding it become a career—that is, a main 
focus of her life, and the driver of her happiness, or more likely, the 
lack of it.

What of a woman who does not get married, not purely by choice? 
That is, some women, because of their personality or physical appear-
ance, find it difficult or impossible to marry. Or maybe failure to marry 
is some combination of bad luck and bad management; past a certain 
age, as everyone knows, a woman’s ability to get married drops precipi-
tously (hence wine aunts). Usually, in our modern atomized society, such 
women have no choice but to substitute career for family—in the past, 
they would be woven into the structure of an extended family. Until we 
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can return to that latter, career is really their only option—like my own 
recently-deceased aunt, who chose a career in virology, after getting an 
M.D. from Harvard, and with whom I was close. She loved children, 
but never married (though she could have—she was indoctrinated 
into “career first”), and as a result was desperately lonely and unhappy 
for decades. I blame Friedan (and my aunt’s mother, my grandmother, 
who pushed anti-family ideology years before this book was published).

I have to admit, though, that had you had asked me twenty years 
ago, I would have largely bought into the myth that women having a 
career, and being treated as the equivalent of men in pursuit of that 
career, was a sound social choice. My wife and I met as big-firm M&A 
lawyers in Chicago; we presumed, early on, that we’d both end up 
with legal careers at large firms, with a nanny for our children. We 
were conditioned to believe that any other system is monstrous, and 
that women lawyers should be viewed the same as male lawyers, even 
though everyone knew that women lawyers dropped out of law firms 
at vastly greater rates than men, either after they had a child or simply 
because the aggressive, high-pressure, competitive hierarchy of a large 
law firm is not congenial to the nature of women in general. (That it is 
congenial to some is irrelevant; one can always find exceptions to most 
general rules, and social structures are built on general rules, not excep-
tions.) My wife soon realized that wasn’t for her, though, and quit her 
law firm job some time before I quit mine to become an entrepreneur. 
But what followed has been an organic partnership. I was the public 
face of our company, but it would have been a failure without her guid-
ance, encouragement, and support, since she balanced, among other 
defects, my disagreeable tendencies and limited ability to judge char-
acter (although, contrary to questions I get sometimes, I am not in the 
least autistic). On the other hand, along the way we formed a spin-off 
company for which I suggested, or insisted, she be CEO, and that was 
a grievous mistake, only corrected after some years. But it all worked 
out great for us. For many of our friends, who refused to change course 
as we did, it has not worked out so well at all.

It is true that if women are discouraged from working outside the 
home, there will be some price to pay. Nothing is free. First, some women 
will be less happy than if they had careers—few perhaps, but not zero. 
Second, to the extent women working outside the home are producing 
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real value, actual economic output will dip, and people will be able to 
afford fewer goods and services. This may or may not be a problem; 
the reason most two-parent families must have both parents work is to 
make ends meet, because unbridled capitalism has allowed employers 
to squeeze “efficiencies” out on the backs of the workers, in order to 
enrich executives and stockholders, and claim these steps are necessary 
(expertly covered by James Bloodworth in Hired). Yes, it’s also social 
expectations on the consumer side; if you “need” a large house, frequent 
new cars, and a $1,400 phone, you need more income. Changing this 
terrible system to make it the norm that one income adequately sup-
ports a family, by limiting the “free market,” will be essential.

Third, you will give up those relatively rare occasions when a woman 
working outside the home makes, through her employment, a significant 
contribution to advancing society. I don’t mean, say, women working as 
scientists at pharmaceutical companies—any discoveries made by them 
would also be made by men, and probably sooner and better, given the 
real differences in men’s and women’s capabilities and drives, and the 
destructive advantages bestowed on women in any male-dominated 
profession. I mean exceptional production. True, the bumper sticker 
phrase “Well-behaved women rarely make history” is only fully accurate 
if you delete the “Well-behaved.” As I say, men drive a society forward, 
while women bind a society together, and this necessarily means that 
all, or nearly all, spectacular achievements will be those of men. But 
this is still a potential cost.

What structural/legal changes should be made, other than the social 
compulsion mentioned earlier? No, not ticky-tack programs such as 
new family leave policies, which anyway just encourage women to 
work outside the home. Rather, government policies, tax and other-
wise, should massively favor single-income married families where 
the man works. Employment discrimination (and all other types of 
discrimination) on the basis of sex, and marital status, should not only 
be completely legal, but socially encouraged, even demanded. Not only 
is sex discrimination, like age discrimination, almost always entirely 
rational, such discrimination is affirmatively necessary to accomplish 
the desirable society. Again, no-fault divorce should be banned, and 
modern technology that erodes healthy relationships between men 
and women, from Tinder to online pornography, should be rigorously 
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suppressed. No doubt other matters will deserve similar attention, and 
a new propaganda campaign, especially in popular entertainment, to 
reverse sixty years of indoctrination will also be needed. Let’s get started!

Life being what it is, some women will always choose to work outside 
the home. Sometimes this is in their particular nature; sometimes they 
actually need the money. This should not be made illegal, but there 
should be a substantial social penalty for women who make work a 
career. In the same way as for decades women who choose not to have 
a career have been held in contempt, viciously portrayed across all 
popular media and vilified by our ruling classes, a married woman who 
chooses to have a career should be looked down upon, especially if she 
has children, and most of all if she chooses not to have children. (One 
can multiply special cases—what if a woman cannot have children? 
Hard cases make bad law, and bad social policy; the median case is what 
matters.) And a “career woman” should presumptively be discriminated 
against in favor of a man competing in the same career path, and most 
of all in favor of men with children.

It is doubtless true that we cannot turn a switch. If all women in the 
workforce today left the workforce tomorrow, much disruption would 
result. A lot of it, that tied to BS jobs, would be temporary. But in some 
jobs, such as family-practice physicians, where women are the majority, 
rebalancing jobs could only be done over time. And some jobs, such as 
elementary-school teaching and nursing, will always have women in 
the majority, since those jobs always appeal more to women, and it is 
possible to enter and leave those jobs as a woman’s life changes—most 
of all, before, and perhaps after, a woman marries and has children. 
The exact result will derive organically from general rules, not from 
an artificial ideology.

The goal, across all of society, is to return to a natural partnership 
between men and women. This is very much not a siloed partnership, 
where the man and woman each operate completely separately in pursuit 
of a unified goal. Instead, there is necessarily overlap—a woman advises 
her husband in his role outside the home, and the husband assists his 
wife in her roles inside the home, in particular with children, especially 
with boys as they come of age, but also simple relief of the drudgery 
that characterizes much household work. But human nature dictates 
that those spheres and roles be different, and only by a return to this 
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can human flourishing be reborn, relegating this book to history as an 
unfortunate footnote.
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